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NOTENOTE
•• The following slides have been specifically The following slides have been specifically 

prepared to accompany an oral prepared to accompany an oral 
presentation by Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc. presentation by Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc. 
The oral presentation provides a more The oral presentation provides a more 
detailed explanation of the  methodology, detailed explanation of the  methodology, 
data sources, findings and conclusions.  The data sources, findings and conclusions.  The 
oral presentation is integral to understanding oral presentation is integral to understanding 
the following information and the basis for the following information and the basis for 
the  findings. The background analysis and the  findings. The background analysis and 
data which this presentation relies upon are data which this presentation relies upon are 
included in the full  report.  included in the full  report.  
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline
•• Purpose and Objectives of Comparative Purpose and Objectives of Comparative 

AnalysisAnalysis
•• Characteristics of comparable locationsCharacteristics of comparable locations
•• Comparative Data Comparative Data 
•• Summary FindingsSummary Findings
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Purpose and ObjectivesPurpose and Objectives

•• The purpose of the visitation analysis/business The purpose of the visitation analysis/business 
plan was to forecast the minimum level of plan was to forecast the minimum level of 
development and resulting visitation that is development and resulting visitation that is 
needed for the JIA to financially sustain and needed for the JIA to financially sustain and 
preserve Jekyll Island for all Georgians. preserve Jekyll Island for all Georgians. 

•• The analysis concluded:The analysis concluded:
– Jekyll Island can become financially self-sustaining 

by reaching approximately 2.65 million annual 
visitors. 

– Including existing development, approximately 
4,100 hotel rooms, dwellings and campsites, plus 
112,000 SF of commercial space will be needed to 
support 2.65 million visitors
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Visitor Analysis/Business PlanVisitor Analysis/Business Plan

•• Analysis Conclusions (Continued)Analysis Conclusions (Continued)
– Redevelopment projects already negotiated and 

approved by the JIA could achieve nearly 90% of 
revenue and visitor growth requirements estimated 
by the 15-year forecast.

•• The remaining question to be answered is The remaining question to be answered is 
what would Jekyll Island look like 15 years what would Jekyll Island look like 15 years 
from now if a total of 4,100 hotel rooms, from now if a total of 4,100 hotel rooms, 
dwellings and campsites, plus 112,000 SF of dwellings and campsites, plus 112,000 SF of 
commercial space existed on the island? commercial space existed on the island? 
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Purpose of Comparative AnalysisPurpose of Comparative Analysis
•• To gain insights into the To gain insights into the potentialpotential impacts of future impacts of future 

development by comparing Jekyll Island to other development by comparing Jekyll Island to other 
comparable locations comparable locations 
– Are current and projected future development levels at 

Jekyll Island significantly different from other familiar 
coastal communities and resort destinations in the 
Southeast? 

– Are there existing examples today of what Jekyll might 
look like in the future if the business plan forecast was 
implemented?

– Are those existing examples perceived positively or 
negatively in terms of the visitor experiences they offer? 

– Do those existing examples suggest that future  
development on Jekyll Island will impact visitor 
experiences in a negative way?
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Purpose of Comparative AnalysisPurpose of Comparative Analysis
•• While comparisons are limited in scope and no While comparisons are limited in scope and no 

situation is truly comparable, they do provide situation is truly comparable, they do provide 
an indicator of the an indicator of the realistic impactsrealistic impacts of of 
proposed changes at Jekyll Island.  proposed changes at Jekyll Island.  

•• This analysis objectively answers where This analysis objectively answers where 
projected development levels at Jekyll Island projected development levels at Jekyll Island 
fall within the spectrum of fall within the spectrum of existingexisting conditions conditions 
at the comparable locations.at the comparable locations.

•• It was beyond the scope of this analysis:It was beyond the scope of this analysis:
– To forecast growth at comparable locations over the 

same 15-year forecast period
– To make subjective judgments about the desirability 

of these comparable locations
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What is the Jekyll 2023 forecast?What is the Jekyll 2023 forecast?
•• 2023 projections reflect estimated develop2023 projections reflect estimated develop-- 

mentment totals needed to support 2.65 million totals needed to support 2.65 million 
visitors and financially sustain the state park visitors and financially sustain the state park 
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What are What are ““comparablecomparable””
 

locations locations 
to Jekyll Island?to Jekyll Island?
•• BAG identified 9 barrier islands or BAG identified 9 barrier islands or 

coastal/beachfront locations which are:coastal/beachfront locations which are:
– Accessible by car by one (or few) access routes
– Have both residential development and offer some 

form of commercial accommodations
– Relatively small in terms of total land area 
– Recognized by the US Census Bureau as distinct 

places (enables consistent comparison)
– Part of or located adjacent to state or national 

parks or historic landmarks
– Not heavily developed commercially (i.e. not Myrtle 

Beach or Hilton Head)  
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What attributes can be compared?What attributes can be compared?
•• Existing and projected (2023) development Existing and projected (2023) development 

levels for Jekyll Island can be compared to levels for Jekyll Island can be compared to 
existing conditions in other familiar coastal existing conditions in other familiar coastal 
settings in terms of settings in terms of 
– Resident (U.S Census) population and population 

density
– Housing units and densities/acre
– Lodging accommodations
– Traffic volumes at major entry points

•• Other measures such as commercial Other measures such as commercial 
development density and annual visitation development density and annual visitation 
are relevant but no consistent data sources are relevant but no consistent data sources 
are available for comparisonare available for comparison
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What are some What are some ““comparablescomparables””
 

to to 
Jekyll Island?Jekyll Island?
•• Tybee Island, GA Tybee Island, GA 
•• St. Simons Island, GASt. Simons Island, GA
•• St. George Island, FL St. George Island, FL 
•• Santa Rosa Island/ Pensacola Beach, FL Santa Rosa Island/ Pensacola Beach, FL 
•• CaptivaCaptiva/Sanibel Island, FL /Sanibel Island, FL 
•• FrippFripp Island, SC Island, SC 
•• Kiawah Island, SC Kiawah Island, SC 
•• Pawley's Island, SC Pawley's Island, SC 
•• Ocean Isle Beach, NC Ocean Isle Beach, NC 

– Amelia Island and Cedar Key, FL are also 
comparable but are not included in the analysis 
due to data limitations for those locations
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Where are these comparables located?

Jekyll Island
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St Simons IslandSt Simons Island St. George Island, FLSt. George Island, FL
Sanibel Island/ Sanibel Island/ 

CaptivaCaptiva, FL, FL

FrippFripp Island, SCIsland, SC Kiawah Island, SC Kiawah Island, SC 

Pawley's Island, SCPawley's Island, SC

Tybee IslandTybee Island

Santa Rosa Island/Santa Rosa Island/
Pensacola Beach FLPensacola Beach FL

Ocean IsleOcean Isle
Beach, NCBeach, NC

http://www.sanibelisland.com/photos.html
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://z.about.com/d/gosoutheast/1/0/7/6/-/-/sanctuary_front_aerial_final.jpg&imgrefurl=http://gosoutheast.about.com/od/photoswebcamspodcasts/ig/Spring-Travel-Destinations/The-Sanctuary-at-Kiawah-Island.htm&h=400&w=343&sz=119&tbnid=9k2h76YLEF0J::&tbnh=124&tbnw=106&prev=/images%3Fq%3DKiawah%2BIsland%2Bsc%2Bimages&usg=__wbW7HFP7nfFXdRm5k_B7EHZ-NIk=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.neilbranch.com/aireal3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://homepages.cae.wisc.edu/~chinwu/CEE514_Coastal_Engineering/2007_Students_web/Nick/Bennett%2520storm%2520surge%2520project.htm&h=327&w=400&sz=13&tbnid=2EqcWDpHrMcJ::&tbnh=101&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3DSt%2BGeorges%2BIsland%2BFL%2BImages&usg=__Xq3VErP-oMKNgShUptfo8uMdP7Y=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&cd=1
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://charleston.locale.com/media/galleries/charleston%2Bsc/charleston%2Bsc%2Breal%2Bestate%2Bregions/kiawah%2Bisland%2Bsc%2Breal%2Bestate/kiawah_island_sc_caes1239.jpg&imgrefurl=http://charleston.locale.com/SC-localities-kiawah%2Bisland%2Bsc%2Breal%2Bestate/&h=293&w=400&sz=27&hl=en&start=4&um=1&usg=__EEjk8-4UT8KpDj4bFUDr89B6PmM=&tbnid=Aoao_r96FWQBZM:&tbnh=91&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3DKiawah%2BIsland%2BSC%2BImages%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4ADBF_enUS290US291%26sa%3DN
http://beaufort.locale.com/media/galleries/beaufort+sc+real+estate/beaufort+sc+real+estate+regions/harbor+fripp+island+real+estate/01-fripp_island_baes1136.jpg
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Characteristics of Comparable Characteristics of Comparable 
Coastal DestinationsCoastal Destinations

Comparative DataComparative Data
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How does Jekyll compare in terms of How does Jekyll compare in terms of 
land area?land area?
•• Jekyll Island is in the middle of the size range of these Jekyll Island is in the middle of the size range of these 

locations based on land area reported by the US locations based on land area reported by the US 
Census BureauCensus Bureau
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Factor 1: Housing UnitsFactor 1: Housing Units
•• In 2023 Jekyll would continue to have the smallest number In 2023 Jekyll would continue to have the smallest number 

of housing units and second lowest housing density/acre of of housing units and second lowest housing density/acre of 
any location in the sampleany location in the sample

Unless otherwise noted, the 
following graphs compare Jekyll 
Island 2008 estimates (white bar) 
and 2023 projections (in red box) 

against 2000 Census values at 
other locations.
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Factor 2: Available LodgingFactor 2: Available Lodging
•• In 2023 Jekyll would have more lodging accommodations In 2023 Jekyll would have more lodging accommodations 

((including hotels, campsites and private units offered for including hotels, campsites and private units offered for 
weekly rentalweekly rental) than any location in the sample ) than any location in the sample todaytoday..
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Factor 3: All Housing and LodgingFactor 3: All Housing and Lodging
•• When housing and lodging are combined, by 2023 Jekyll When housing and lodging are combined, by 2023 Jekyll 

would be toward the middle of the range of comparables would be toward the middle of the range of comparables 
todaytoday in terms of total dwellings/lodging units and units/acre  in terms of total dwellings/lodging units and units/acre  
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Factor 4: TrafficFactor 4: Traffic
•• Jekyll has the lowest traffic volumes today and by 2023 Jekyll has the lowest traffic volumes today and by 2023 

would experience traffic volumes that are in the middle of would experience traffic volumes that are in the middle of 
the range of the range of currentcurrent traffic at other comparable locations.traffic at other comparable locations.
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Factor 5: Resident PopulationFactor 5: Resident Population
•• In 2023 Jekyll would continue to have the smallest resident In 2023 Jekyll would continue to have the smallest resident 

population and second lowest  population density of any population and second lowest  population density of any 
location in the samplelocation in the sample
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Factor 6: Peak Seasonal Population Factor 6: Peak Seasonal Population 
Occupying Private Dwelling UnitsOccupying Private Dwelling Units
•• In 2023 Jekyll would still have the smallest peak seasonal In 2023 Jekyll would still have the smallest peak seasonal 

population population occupying housing unitsoccupying housing units and the second lowest and the second lowest 
seasonal population density of any location in the sample.seasonal population density of any location in the sample.
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Factor 7: Peak Overnight Population Factor 7: Peak Overnight Population 
(Private (Private DUDU’’ss

 
+ Commercial Lodging)+ Commercial Lodging)

•• In 2023 Jekyll would rank 4In 2023 Jekyll would rank 4thth among the 9 comparables among the 9 comparables todaytoday 
in terms of its average peak seasonal overnight population in terms of its average peak seasonal overnight population 
and population per sq. mi. and population per sq. mi. 
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Summary FindingsSummary Findings
•• Jekyll Island today is at the very low end of Jekyll Island today is at the very low end of 

other comparable coastal locations in terms other comparable coastal locations in terms 
of resident and seasonal population, housing of resident and seasonal population, housing 
density and traffic volumesdensity and traffic volumes

•• By 2023, By 2023, futurefuture housing development and housing development and 
density at Jekyll Island would still be near the density at Jekyll Island would still be near the 
low end of the range of low end of the range of 2000 Census2000 Census 
conditions at other comparable locationsconditions at other comparable locations

•• Projected 2023 traffic volumes at Jekyll Island Projected 2023 traffic volumes at Jekyll Island 
fall toward the middle of the range of fall toward the middle of the range of 
currentcurrent traffic measurements at other traffic measurements at other 
comparable locationscomparable locations
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Summary FindingsSummary Findings
•• Jekyll Island differs from other comparables Jekyll Island differs from other comparables 

by having a relatively large inventory of by having a relatively large inventory of 
lodging accommodations compared to lodging accommodations compared to 
residential dwellingsresidential dwellings

•• By 2023, By 2023, JekyllJekyll’’ss projected accommodations projected accommodations 
inventory would be larger than any of the inventory would be larger than any of the 
comparable locations todaycomparable locations today

•• When the housing and accommodations When the housing and accommodations 
forecasts are combined, by 2023 Jekyll falls forecasts are combined, by 2023 Jekyll falls 
slightly above the median in terms of the slightly above the median in terms of the 
currentcurrent total inventory of units/rooms, total inventory of units/rooms, 
population per population per sq.misq.mi. and densities/acre at . and densities/acre at 
comparable locations   comparable locations   
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Summary FindingsSummary Findings
•• Although the comparison did not include Although the comparison did not include 

commercial square footage, it appears that commercial square footage, it appears that 
several of the comparable locations contain several of the comparable locations contain 
many more businesses and have much more many more businesses and have much more 
commercial building space than is projected commercial building space than is projected 
for Jekyll Island for Jekyll Island 
– Commercial development appears to be a major 

contributor to traffic volumes and congestion at other 
locations

– The minimal projected increase in commercial 
building space on over the forecast period will 
continue to distinguish Jekyll Island from other 
comparables in terms of commercial development
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ConclusionConclusion
•• Based on a limited scope comparison using Based on a limited scope comparison using 

consistent data, Jekyll Island is significantly consistent data, Jekyll Island is significantly lessless 
developed than other comparable coastal developed than other comparable coastal 
locations.  If the 2023 development projections locations.  If the 2023 development projections 
used in this analysis existed on Jekyll used in this analysis existed on Jekyll todaytoday, the , the 
island would still be well within the range of island would still be well within the range of 
comparables in terms of combined housing comparables in terms of combined housing 
units, lodging accommodations and resulting units, lodging accommodations and resulting 
densities.densities.
– The likelihood of future growth at other comparable 

locations over the same forecast period will make 
Jekyll even more favorable in terms of these density 
and congestion indicators by 2023 
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